LB
SR

Projected Round: 2

JARRAD DAVIS
FLORIDA
Height: 6‘1“
40 yd Dash: DNP

Weight: 238
Arms: 33.5”
Combine:
3 Cone: DNP
20 yd Shuttle: DNP

Pros:
- Good sized, well-proportioned LB
- Shows ability to read then react
- Athletic with good speed, good in coverage
- Aggressive to the ball when diagnosed
- Jarring hitter who can make an impact
- Willing to lay the wood and take a beating

Vert: DNP

Cons:
- Average height, not big as you’d like
- Speed to sideline is slightly above average
- No physical traits are elite
- Will gamble and lose at times
- Struggles to fight off trash gets sucked inside
- Bites on play fakes and will be over-aggressive

Summary: You know you have a quality prospect when the worst you can say is that he ‘tries too hard’.
Jarrad Davis ended his career at Florida after two seasons as a starter as an All-SEC Second Team
linebacker. Davis started nine games due to injury but amassed 60 tackles, six for loss, and two sacks.
Davis is a fast-flowing MIKE linebacker who does a great job diagnosing and attacking. He’s well built
with good strength and speed. While a bit undersized at 6’1”, Davis uses his long arms to bench press
lineman, shed and make plays. He’s good in coverage and shows the ability to be a three down
linebacker. Davis arrives with authority and is a good tackler. However, at times he gets more wrapped
up in hitting blockers than shedding and making the play. He also can be overly aggressive and over-run
plays. Davis will also guess and shoot the gap to make a play and get himself out of position. His
attacking style will always leave him open to play-action fakes and cutback runs, but Davis does show
that he can be patient and read before reacting. Fixing his warts shouldn’t be too hard and you’d rather
have a player that’s too aggressive than not aggressive enough. His injury history may require some
exploration, but he’s a very good linebacker prospect who will make an impact at the next level. He lacks
the top end traits to be a first round pick but he won’t last long in the 2nd round.

